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We discussed

• Goals

• three subjects

• Foil scattering

• bump magnets

• Beam line to ERIT and ADSR

• bending magnet to ERIT

• quadrupole magnet to ADSR

• Schedule

• Sometime this winter



Goal of the KURRI-FFAG experiment

• Can FFAGs have similar magnitude of space charge tune 
shift/spread as synchrotrons?

• Resonance lines are more dense in tune space.

• Could be large ratio between horizontal and vertical beam size?

• Can we keep large ratio of beam size to accommodate 
more particles?

• How space charge affects ionisation cooling?



Want to finish before doing experiments

• Modelling of capture process in longitudinal

• maximise peak intensity to give the maximum tune shift.

• Modelling of multi-turn injection process in 3D with foil 
scattering.

• Modelling of space charge effects in 3D at the first few ms.

• Understanding diagnostics.

• Beam profile measurement by scraper.



Tools

• OPAL

• 3D field map

• 3D space charge

• foil scattering

• Simpsons

• 3D space charge

• foil scattering

• ORBIT



Simpsons as an example

• Actively used for J-Parc and CERN-PS.

• Simple scattering model (tested for ERIT) seems to work.

• Simply I did not spend time for KURRI modelling.



Plan after Cyclotron conference

• Decide whether we should go ahead (Mori, Prior, Meot, 
Machida, others at Cyclotron conference/FFAG workshop).

• A couple of weeks long beam time in December 2013.
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H- Beam

S1  radial probe

F1 radial probe

S2 radial probe / hor. perturbator

S3 vert. perturbator

F5  radial probe

S6  radial probe

(F6) Faraday cup / screen monitor

S7 bunch monitor

F7  radial probe

S9  radial probe

S11 bunch mon.( array of triangle plates)

S12 bunch monitor

Available Monitors in ADSR-FFAG Ring
List of monitors

7 ports for radial probes ( blue arrow,  ICF70 )
4 portable radial probes remote cntrl’d 
2  portable radial probes manual cntrl’d 
1 unportable radial probe ( green arrow )
3 bunch monitors
1 faraday cup / 1 screen monitor
1 perturbator

29 Aug 2013 Y. Ishi 
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S7

S8

S1  target ( stripping foil )

S2 iron shield

S3 beam scraper ( h / v )

S4 vacuum pump

S5 rf cavity

S6 CT

S7 bunch monitor

S8 vacuum pump, viewing port



S-Pod
another experiment at Hiroshima University in Japan

•We have discussed at FFAG 12 in Osaka.
• Much progress for the last several months.
• To be published shortly.
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Use a Paul Trap?
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! Paul trap found in Wikipedia. 
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information. Such a handy, inexpensive model experiment
could be a powerful means for future beam-physics studies
(just like modern computer simulations). At Hiroshima
University, several S-POD systems have been developed
to explore diverse beam-dynamics issues [17], and we here
employ one of them.

The paper is organized as follows. We first give a brief
description of the S-POD system in Sec. II for complete-
ness and later convenience. Particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-
tion results are then shown in Sec. III, considering actual
experimental conditions. In Sec. IV, we report on the
results of systematic S-POD experiments conducted under
various choices of primary parameters. Section V is
devoted to comparison between experimental and numeri-
cal data, which eventually leads to a simple scaling law of
emittance growth from the lowest-order coherent reso-
nance crossing. Concluding remarks are finally made in
Sec. VI.

II. S-POD

A. Principle

The S-POD system employed for this study is composed
mainly of a linear Paul trap (LPT) as displayed in Fig. 1,
many DC and AC power sources, a high vacuum system,
and a personal computer that controls the whole experi-
mental process, data taking, and saving. LPTs are very
popular these days and actually applied to a variety of
purposes around the world [18]. They use rf quadrupole
fields to confine charged particles transversely while the
axial particle confinement is generally achieved by DC
potentials on separate electrodes at both ends of the quad-
rupole section. Our LPT in Fig. 1, designed solely for
beam-physics applications, is only 20 cm long and has
an aperture of 1 cm in diameter. Owing to the evident

similarity between magnetic and electric quadrupole
focusing, the collective motion of a non-neutral plasma
in the LPT becomes physically equivalent to that of a
charged-particle beam traveling through a linear transport
channel at relativistic speed [16]. A group from Princeton
Plasma Physics Laboratory also constructed a dedicated
LPT system for beam-dynamics studies [19–21].
Each quadrupole rod of our ‘‘multisectioned’’ LPT is

divided into five electrically isolated pieces, so that we can
form a couple of axial potential wells simultaneously by
applying different bias voltages to those pieces [22]. For
the present experiments, ions are confined within the axial
region of 75 mm long (much greater than the aperture size)
in-between short quadrupole sections. The axial potential
well then becomes almost flat around the center of the
plasma confinement region because the potential barriers
formed by the DC bias voltages on the short quadrupole
rods do not deeply penetrate into there [23]. According to
past experiments [24], the transverse extent of an ion
plasma in the LPT is typically a few mm in radius, which
means that the plasma actually looks like a long bunch.
Note also that there is no possibility of synchrotron reso-
nance because the longitudinal confinement force is static.
The axial ion motion is thus unimportant here.
Assuming an axially uniform plasma column confined in

a long LPT, we can readily see that the transverse motion of
individual particles with rest mass M and charge state q
obeys the Hamiltonian [16,23]

H ! p2
x " p2
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K#!$#x2 % y2$ " q

Mc2
"; (1)

where c is the speed of light, " is the collective Coulomb
potential of the plasma, the linear focusing functionK#!$ is
proportional to the rf voltage applied to the quadrupole
electrodes, and the independent variable is ! ! ct. Since
Eq. (1) has the form identical to the well-known betatron
Hamiltonian of an intense beam, we can study the effect of
resonance crossing in a particular AG lattice by adjusting
the waveform of K#!$ to the lattice design.
Note that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) contains no ‘‘cross

term’’ that couples the betatron and synchrotron motions.
S-POD is, therefore, currently irrelevant to the study of any
beam dynamic effects in which momentum dispersion
plays an essential role. Noninertial effects are also out of
the scope of S-POD experiments; namely, we cannot con-
sider synchrotron radiation and other phenomena caused
by particle acceleration [25]. Even with these practical
limitations, such compact experiments enable a quick,
systematic survey of the beam behavior over a very wide
parameter range. S-POD experiments should be particu-
larly useful in exploring self-field-induced collective
effects whose high-precision numerical studies are often
extremely time consuming.

~210 mm

FIG. 1. The linear Paul trap used for the present experimental
study of resonance crossing.

H. TAKEUCHI et al. Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 15, 074201 (2012)

074201-2

Advantages
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MCP diagnostics 

Zero emittance beam 

! Very compact and low cost 
 - Several tens of thousands dollars 
                                            for the whole system 

 ! High flexibility of fundamental parameters 
 - Beam density, operating point, lattice function, etc.

! High resolution & high precision measurements 
 - Faraday cup, micro-channel plate 
   Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) 

! Radio-activation free 
 - Experiment with any strong beam instability. 
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S-POD Application to Integer Resonance Crossing 

! Crossing of multiple integer resonances in EMMA NS-FFAG.

09/18/2013 CYCLOTRONS'13@Vancouver

S.L.Sheehy et al., IPAC’13 2677. 

Dipole perturbation wave to emulate 
unexpected field from the injection septum.

Dipole excitation

W/O dipole excitation 
W/ dipole excitation
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S-Pod reproduces very similar results of 
EMMA.
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2ms 3ms 4ms 

u=4.8×10-6(Tsweep=10ms) 
Dipole amplitude 0.03V 
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We believe amplitude dependent tune shift 
from higher order multipoles causes smearing 
after integer tune crossing.
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In EMMA, tune spread due 
to natural chromaticity and 
momentum spread causes 
smearing after integer tune 
crossing.


